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What is Project Euclid?

An electronic publishing initiative of
Cornell University Library
A service designed to support
independent & society publishers
A flexible platform for the delivery
mathematics and statistics journals



Why Project Euclid?

Promote cost-effective and sustainable
models for scholarly communications
Encourage the design and deployment
of alternative publishing models
Facilitate the transition from analog to
digital distribution for independent
publishers
“Return scholarship scholars”



History

Development grant of $750,000
awarded by the Mellon Foundation in
2000
Fee-based services launched in 2003
Steady state and revenue neutral by
2006



Profile

A publisher-driven model for the delivery of peer-
reviewed journals in mathematics & statistics

An environment currently providing access to 40
journals, approx. 30,000 articles

Two-thirds of our content is open; 87% of this
content is near- and deep backfile material

Advisory board consisting of mathematicians,
librarians, and policy makers



Retrodigitization efforts

Active management of the the backfile
conversion process

Notre Dame J. Formal Logic
Pacific J. Math.
Kodai J. Math.
Nagoya Math. J.
Tohoku Math. J.
Communications in Math. Physics



Business models

Four options for publisher participation
Prime: an aggregation of 20+ titles
marketed & sold by Euclid
Select: 6 titles marketed & sold
individually
Direct: hosting only for 8 journals
Open Access: 4 journals



System supporting Euclid

DPubS (Digital Publishing System)
A publishing system used to organize,
navigate, access, and deliver both open
access and subscription controlled scholarly
publications



System design goals

Striking a balance between publisher
customization and the benefits of a
common interface and functionality
Effective discovery of content

Fielded searching on highly accurate
metadata
Full-text searching across entire corpus
Open, freely accessible metadata



System design goals (2)

Linking and interplay with existing services
and resources

MR, Zbl links
Reference linking: MR, Zbl, JSTOR, DOI
OAI 2.0 compliance
Registration of DOIs with CrossRef
Google

Flexible access controls to support a variety
of business models















Actionable IDs

Connections to Other Resources





Searching in MathSciNet

A search for “farber, michael” leads to …



Link to full-text
in Euclid





Link to article in Euclid



Searching Across Euclid







Reference Linking













Additional features

Usage statistics for publishers and
institutional subscribers
Forward and backward linking
Pay-per-view capable
Forthcoming:

More flexible (customizable) user interface
Support for editorial management/peer
review activities



Issues

Recruitment
Contract and license negotiations – with publishers,
not authors; with libraries, not end users.

Education
How to let go of the paper and shift the asset
value to the electronic instantiation

Diplomacy
Balancing the sometimes conflicting needs of
publishers, librarians, and scholars



Epilogue

Euclid’s mandate is to operate on a
cost-recovery basis
Primary expenses

Staff: 60-70% of total budget
Marketing: 20-25%
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